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Abstract

We have implemented a prototype compiler calledporch that trans-
forms C programs into C programs supporting portable check-
points. Portable checkpoints capture the state of a computation in
a machine-independent format that allows the transfer of computa-
tions across binary incompatible machines. We introduce source-
to-source compilation techniques for generating code to save and
recover from such portable checkpoints automatically. These tech-
niques instrument a program with code that maps the state of acom-
putation into a machine-independent representation and vice versa.
In particular, the following problems are addressed: (1) providing
stack environment portability, (2) enabling conversion ofcomplex
data types, and (3) rendering pointers portable. Experimental re-
sults show that the overhead of checkpointing is reasonablysmall,
even if data representation conversion is required for portability.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a source-to-souce compiler technique that
transforms sequential programs into semantically equivalent source
programs which are additionally capable of saving and recovering
from portable checkpoints across binary incompatible machines.
This technique allows a source-to-souce compiler to assumea ma-
jor portion of the work necessary for providing process migration
and fault tolerance in heterogeneous environments.

Our prototype compilerporch transforms C programs written
in a portable manner, i.e., C programs that compile and run ondif-
ferent architectures of a computer network without modifications
to the source code. If such a C program is compiled withporch, a
new C program is generated that contains the code for checkpoint-
ing and recovery, as well as code to convert data representations if
necessary. This C program can be compiled with any native ANSI
C compiler to produce an executable for a particular target archi-
tecture. During execution, checkpoints may be saved which are
machine-independent, allowing a binary incompatible machine to
recover the computation. Theporch compiler is itself written in C
using the literate programming toolnoweb. The C language has
been chosen for theporch prototype, because its imperative fea-
tures such as pointers, type casting, or union data types allow for�This work was supported in part by DARPA Grant N00014-94-1-0985 as part of
the Cilk Project. Beta-release available athttp://theory.lcs.mit.edu/˜porch

exploring the limitations of the source-to-source compilation ap-
proach.

Theporch compiler resolves three major obstacles to portabil-
ity: the stack environment is system-specific, the layout ofcom-
plex data types is architecture-specific, and pointers appear to be
inherently nonportable. Thestack environmentexhibits a variety
of system-specific issues including hardware support for function
calls, register file layout, hidden state such as the stack pointer, the
frame layout, which is determined by a particular compiler,and
operating system compliance. By visiting each individual stack
frame, all local variables can be accessed by their name to save or
recover them from a checkpoint. The second obstacle to portability
are architecture-specific data representations and layoutof com-
plex data types. The latter is determined by both architecture and
compiler. We introduce a structure metric that provides a specifica-
tion of the data layout at runtime to accomplishdata representation
conversion. The third portability hazard is language specific: At the
first glance it seems impossible to provideportability of pointersin
imperative languages like C. We show, however, that pointers can
be translated into machine-independent offsets within thecheck-
point to render them portable.
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Figure 1: Translation phases ofporch.

The porch source-to-source compiler consists of the modules
shown in Figure 1. The input toporch is a C program consisting of
one or multiple C files. Not all files of a program need to be input to
porch; those not given will not be instrumented. Figure 1 illustrates
the transformation of input fileprog.c into file prog.p.c. The inter-
nal representation is a forest of abstract syntax trees (ASTs), gen-
erated by the parser, and subsequently type checked. The analysis
phase includes interprocedural call graph analysis and, optionally,
live variable analysis. AST-based code transformations assist the
checkpointing process, including moving variable initializers out
of declarations, moving certain function calls out of expressions,
or assigning constant strings to global variables. The generation
of checkpointing and recovery code is mostly integrated with the
unparse phase, because it merely involves adding code.

The performance ofporch has not been the primary issue dur-
ing its design. The compilation phases, including type check-
ing, analysis, transformations, and checkpoint-code generation
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are mutually independent. Nevertheless, experience showsthat
porchifying a program is usually faster than the subsequent na-
tive compilation and link steps. Our performance studies have also
shown that the overhead of compiler generated checkpointing is
limited to few percent of the runtime for reasonable checkpointing
frequencies, even in the presence of data representation conversions
for portability [10, 15].

Besides removing the burden of coping with heterogeneity of
computer architectures, the proposed technology is well suited for
a variety of objectives.porch can be used to provide function-
alities such as fault-tolerance, process migration in heterogeneous
environments, process migration after recompilation, or load bal-
ancing. Portable checkpoints ease retrospective diagnostics, be-
cause the checkpoint can be inspected on a binary incompatible ma-
chine within an established software environment, for instance to
assist new hardware developments. Furthermore,porch simplifies
implementing system functionalities such as compiler-generated
message marshalling or heterogeneous distributed shared memory.
Here, the runtime information supported byporch could be used
to reallocate heap objects to avoid false sharing, for example. In
short, we viewporch as a step towards solving well defined parts
of the increasing complexity of programming heterogeneoussys-
tems automatically.

We focus our discussion on the three key techniques imple-
mented inporch: stack portability, data representation conversion
and pointer portability. This paper does not attempt to solve the
many idiosyncracies involved in implementing a productioncom-
piler. Section 2 introduces our concept of portable checkpoints. In
Section 3, we describe a general method for saving and recover-
ing the stack in a machine-independent manner. A technique for
data representation conversion is presented in Section 4, includ-
ing the treatment of unions. Section 5 addresses the problemof
pointer portability; it discusses how pointers can be converted into
machine independent offsets. Section 6 presents the handling of
dynamically allocated memory. Section 7 summarizes the runtime
algorithms for checkpointing and recovery. Experimental results
evaluate the checkpointing and recovery performance in thepres-
ence of pointers in Section 8. Related work is sketched in Section 9.

2 Portable Checkpoints

This section formalizes our notion of a portable checkpoint. As
the following definition shows, we view a portable checkpoint as
abstract data type.

Given a programP and a finite set of locationsk 2 L =f1; : : : ; ng, specified in the program text, which are calledpoten-
tial checkpoint locations.1 Furthermore, given a finite set of ma-
chine formatsM = fUCF ;M1; : : : ;Mmg describing the data
representations of basic data types. The formatUCF is a special
parameterizable machine format, called theUniversal Checkpoint
Format, in which checkpoints are represented. A program state at
locationk in machine formatMi during execution is denotedSkMi .
Definition 1 A portable checkpointis the state of a computationCkUCF that exists, if for all machine formatsMi andMj the follow-
ing pair of operations exist:checkpointki : SkMi ! CkUCF ;recoverkj : CkUCF ! SkMj :

The technology proposed in this paper is a set of compiler trans-
formations that can be viewed as a functionT :

1Potential checkpoint locationsare specified by inserting a function call to library
routinecheckpoint into the program.

T : P + L+Mi +UCF !Q+ f(checkpoint ki ; recover ki ) j k 2 Lg: (y)
Given a programP with a set of potential checkpoint locationsL, a target machine formatMi and aUCF specification, the func-

tion T generates programQ and one pair ofcheckpoint and
recover operations for each potential checkpoint locationk 2 L.
Here,Q is semantically equivalent toP, but is instrumented to pro-
vide additional functionality to enable saving and recovering from
portable checkpoints at all potential checkpoint locations k 2 L.
The existence of portable checkpoints is independent of thechoice
of L, and follows from the construction of the compiler transfor-
mations introduced in this article.

A potential checkpoint location may be enabled at runtime, de-
pending on system-based criteria such as timers [7], or by sending
a signal to the process. Upon expiration of the timer or receipt of
the signal, the next visited potential checkpoint locationbecomes
active, and a checkpoint will be saved.

The machine formatsMi, includingUCF, describe size, align-
ment, byte order, and floating-point representations of allbasic data
types.UCF is a machine format, but is not bound to an individual
machine; such a machine may not even exist. In practice, how-
ever, theUCF specification is chosen such that thecheckpoint
andrecover operations preserve the accuracy of basic data types,
minimize the conversion overhead, or reduce the checkpointsize
while sacrificing accuracy.

3 Stack Environment Portability

In the following, we explain our technique for checkpointing and
recovering the runtime stack in a portable manner. Source-to-
source compilation is the key to this end.

For most programming languages, the runtime stack is inher-
ently nonportable, because it reflects the hardware design of the
CPU, including register set and architectural support for function
calls. Furthermore, hidden registers hold values such as the pro-
gram counter, stack pointer, etc. Some compilers do not reserve
stack space for variables stored in registers. It is not clear whether
a system-based approach without compiler support is powerful
enough to save and restore the stack environment across machines
with different register sets. Even with compiler support the ques-
tion is how to save the state of the runtime stack without requiring
knowledge of the design and layout of the stack on each of the tar-
get architectures.

The key idea is to access all stack-allocated variables by their
nameswhen saving and recovering from checkpoints. Register al-
location and stack layout are not an issue at the source-codelevel,
whereporch operates.

Accessing variables by means of their names requires entering
their lexical scope. To checkpoint the local variables of functions
on the runtime stack, we start with the currently active function
on top of the stack, save its local variables, and recursively visit
its caller function until the bottom of the stack is reached.During
recovery, the process is reversed. A function frame is pushed onto
the stack, and its local variables are loaded from the checkpoint.
Then, the callee of the original call sequence is pushed ontothe
stack until the runtime stack is rebuilt.

The question is, how can the control flow be redirected during
checkpointing to enable access to local variables by their names.
The only portable mechanism to visit stack frames, available on ev-
ery general purpose processor architecture, is the standard function
call and return. This mechanism is henceforth used to instrument
functions in order to provide for extraordinary returns, called re-
leases, and extraordinary calls, calledresumes. A stack frame is
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released by remembering theresume-pointand returning (standard
function return) to the caller. A stack frame is resumed by calling
the function (standard function call), and jumping to the resume-
point without executing any of the function’s original statements.
Two code constructs implement the release and resume functional-
ities, a “jump table” and “call wrappers.”

Definition 2 A jump table implements acomputed goto. It con-
sists of a switch ofgotostatements, one of which is selected by the
resume-point identifier.

Definition 3 A function call wrapper consists of two parts, the
pre-call code and thepost-call code. The pre-call code consists
of an assignment to a local state variablecallid , which identi-
fies the resume-point, and a subsequent label. The post-callcode
contains a conditional return statement.

Jump table and call wrappers constitute the “release-and-
resume instrumentation” which is a machine-independent part of
functionT (y):
Transformation 1 (Release-and-Resume Instrumentation)
Every function on a call path to a potential checkpoint location is
subject to the following code transformation:

1. Introduce a new local variable (callid) to store the resume-
point.

2. Insert a jump table before the first instruction of the func-
tion with entries corresponding to each of those function calls
within this function that lead to a potential checkpoint loca-
tion, including potential checkpoint locations.

3. Insert call wrappers around all those function calls within the
function that lead to a potential checkpoint location, includ-
ing potential checkpoint locations.

We illustrate the release-and-resume instrumentation by means
of an example. Functionfoo below calls functionbar and con-
tains a potential checkpoint location, specified by a call tolibrary
function checkpoint . Functionbar is assumed to contain an-
other potential checkpoint location.

void foo(void)
{

:
bar();

:
checkpoint(); /* potential checkpoint location */

:
}

Figure 2 contains a simplified version of the release-and-resume in-
strumentation, which emphasizes the control flow redirection. The
jump table is inserted before the first statement offoo . Both func-
tion calls bar() and checkpoint() are instrumented with a
call wrapper.

The following execution scenario illustrates the control-flow
redirection: Duringnormal execution, flags checkpointing
and restoring are false. Upon enteringfoo , the jump table
is skipped. Assume that normal execution arrives at the pre-call
code ofcheckpoint , when a checkpointing signal is received. In
the pre-call codecallid is set to 1, which identifies the resume-
point. Then,checkpoint is called. Withincheckpoint , flag
checkpointing is lit as a consequence of having received the
checkpointing signal. Upon return fromcheckpoint , the post-
call conditional is true, which causes a release of the stackframe of
foo by returning to the caller. The release of stack frames contin-
ues until the library supplied main function at the bottom ofthe run-
time stack is reached. There, flagcheckpointing is reset and

void foo(void)
{

unsigned long callid;

if ( restoring ) { /* jump table */
switch(callid) {

case(0): goto L_call0;
case(1): goto L_call1;

}
}

:
callid = 0; /* pre-call */

L_call0: /* resume-point 0 */
bar(); /* call 0 */
if ( checkpointing ) /* post-call */

return;
:

callid = 1; /* pre-call */
L_call1: /* resume-point 1 */

checkpoint(); /* call 1 */
if ( checkpointing ) /* post-call */

return;
:

}

Figure 2: Simplified illustration of the release-and-resume instru-
mentation, consisting of ajump tableat the function entry andcall
wrappersaround function calls.

flag restoring is lit. Then, the stack is restored by resuming the
same function call sequence that has been active when calling func-
tion checkpoint . When resuming functionfoo , resume-point
identifier 1 is loaded into variablecallid , enabling the jump ta-
ble to redirect control to the pre-call ofcheckpoint . Function
checkpoint resets flagrestoring and returns. Now, back to
normal execution, the post-call conditional is false, and the state-
ment following the post-call conditional is executed.

In the previous discussion, we omitted how resume-point iden-
tifier 1 is assigned tocallid when functionfoo is resumed. Dur-
ing checkpointing, all local variables are saved before thereleasing
return statement in the post-call code. Similarily, restoring local
variables is integrated with the jump table. As all other local vari-
ables,callid is saved and restored. The instrumentation of save
and restore code consists of push and pop operations on ashadow
stack, whereby local variables are accessed by name. A description
of the save and restore code generation can be found in [10]. Note
that recovery involves no more than resuming the functions on the
runtime stack.

Several code transformations are required prior to the release-
and-resume instrumentation that are not elaborated here. Among
the obvious transformations are moving initializers beneath the
jump table, moving function calls on a call path to a potential
checkpoint location out of expressions, introduce dummy return
values for the releasing return, and moving declarations innested
blocks to the top level to unify the name space of local variables.
Furthermore, optional live-variable analysis may be performed to
identify those local variables for which checkpointing andrecov-
ery code must be generated.

4 Data Representation Conversion

This section introduces the concept of structure metrics. They pro-
vide runtime type-information to convert complex data types and
resolve pointers.

Data conversion is based on type information, and is separated
into an architecture-dependent part and an application-dependent
part. Architecture dependence is manifested in alignmentsand rep-
resentations of basic data types. The layout of applicationdefined
complex data types is based on the alignment and size of basicdata
types, however, not on their particular data representations. Thus,
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typedef struct FieldMetric {
int offset, size;
int ucfoffset, ucfsize;
int dim;
union {

BasicType btype;
struct StructMetric *sm;

} u;
} fieldmetric_t;

typedef struct StructMetric {
int numfields;
fieldmetric_t *m;
int size, align;
int ucfsize, ucfalign;

} structmetric_t;

Figure 3: Data type ofstructure metric.

the conversion of complex data types can be separated into convert-
ing the layout of the complex data structures, and the conversion of
their fields after being broken down into basic data types.

The architecture-dependent information about basic data types
is used withinporch to generate checkpointing and recovery code
for variables of basic data type.

Definition 4 A type metricis a data structure which specifies the
alignment and data representation of a basic data type with respect
to a particular target architectureMi.

Theporch compiler generates a type metric for each basic data
type and for each architectureMi, based on the supplied machine
formatsMi. If the type metrics of a particular target architectureMi, requested upon compilation withporch, and the checkpoint
format UCF differ, data representation conversion is required. In
this case, conversion routines must be provided for each basic data
type of machine formatMi with respect to a particular choice of
theUCF specification.

Type metrics also facilitate the generation of application-
specific data layout information, which is needed at runtimeto af-
fect conversion of complex data structures. IfMi $ UCF conver-
sion is required, the following data structure is generatedby porch.

Definition 5 A structure metricis a data structure which specifies
the layout of a complex data structure with respect to both the target
architectureMi and theUCF specification at runtime.

Figure 3 shows a slightly simplified version of the type defi-
nitions for the structure metrics generated byporch. A structure
metric resembles the functionality and structure of an abstract syn-
tax tree, but it provides the layout and type information about a data
structure at runtime rather than during compilation. The TIL com-
piler [9] uses a similar approach to facilitate safety proofs of code
at runtime.

The following example illustrates the information contained
in a structure metric. If a C program containing data struc-
ture struct X is input to porch, it generates a structure met-
ric consisting ofstructmetric t X metric and the array
fieldmetric t fm :

struct X { fieldmetric_t fm[2] = {
char c[2]; { 0, 1, 0, 1, 2, Char },
double d; { 4, 8, 8, 8, 1, Double }

} x; };
structmetric_t X_metric =

{ 2, fm, 12, 4, 16, 8 };

This example assumes the following type metrics for a basic data
type char . Size and alignment is 1 byte for both target architec-
turesMi andUCF. For adouble , a size of 8 bytes is assumed in
both formatsMi andUCF. The alignment modulus of adouble is
4 bytes inMi and 8 bytes inUCF. These different alignments lead
to different layouts ofstruct X on the target architecture and in
the checkpoint maintained inUCF.

The meaning of the individual fields of the data structuresfm
andX metric can be readily deduced from Figure 3. Athough
not illustrated here, thefieldmetric t structure may contain
a pointer to another structure metric (cf. Figure 3), allowing for
arbitrary nesting of structure metrics for complex data structures.

The generation of structure metrics is based on the AST repre-
sentation and is part of functionT (y).
Transformation 2 (Structure Metric Generation) The forest of
ASTs is traversed to accomplish the following:

1. Identify all complex data structures of the input programthat
need to be checkpointed.

2. Generate a structure metric for each identified data structure
according to target architectureMi and UCF specification.

Step 1 of this transformation handles structure declarations sup-
plied by the operating system or libraries. If an application declares
a variable based on an operating system structure, it is the program-
mer’s responsibility to ensure that this structure is portable across
different operating systems.

During checkpointing and recovery, the structure metrics are
used to convert complex data structures from machine formatMi
into the checkpoint formatUCF and vice versa. The structure met-
rics keep the runtime functions that affect this conversionsimple:
just two conversion functions are required, one for each direction,
which traverse the structure metrics as in an AST traversal.When
visiting a basic data type, its value is accessed according to the
layout information, which encodes the offset from the base of the
structure and its basic type, and is converted according to the type
metrics. Structure metrics are not only used for data representation
conversion, but are in particular necessary for pointer resolution,
described in the next section. If a pointer target is a field ofa struc-
ture, the structure metric is used to compute the offset of the pointer
target in the checkpoint.

Special Case: Unions

Special consideration is necessary for checkpointing variables of
complex data types which containunion s. Since it is impossi-
ble in general to determine at compile-time which union fieldis
assigned before a potential checkpoint location, and wouldhence
have to be saved in the checkpoint, additional runtime support is
needed. To illustrate this problem, consider the followingcode
fragment.

union {
union {

int i[3];
double d;

} s;
struct {

float f;
short s[5];

} t;
} u;

if ( boolexpression )
u.s.i[2] = 42;
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else
u.t.f = 3.14;

checkpoint();

Because the value of theif -conditionalboolexpression is
known in general only at runtime, the decision as to whetheri ,
d or struct t must be saved in the checkpoint cannot be made at
compile-time. Consequently, this decision is deferred to runtime.
However, compiler support is still needed, because it is also impos-
sible in general to decide at runtime, which of the union fields is
assigned if only addresses were known. A possible layout of the
union in the code fragment above is:

[3][0] [1] [2]s s s s s[4]

increasing address

struct t

d

i i i[0] [1] [2]
union s

f

Several variables share the same address in memory:&u.s.i[0]
= &u.s.d = &u.t.f , &u.s.i[1] = &u.t.s[0] , and
&u.s.i[2] = &u.t.s[2] . A distinction of these fields could
not be made at runtime, if only an address were available.

We solve this problem by generating additional informationat
compile-time. Each field of a union is associated with a unique
tag, computed by means of a depth-first numbering of the associ-
ated AST representation of the data structure. In case of theunion
above, the numbered tree (array nodes can be ignored, with the ex-
ception of arrays containing unions) is:

union u

struct t

i d f s

1

2

3 4

5

6 7

union s

Supplying both tag and address of the union field to the run-
time system facilitates identification of the correct typesfor saving
the data structure into the checkpoint. At runtime, the correspond-
ing structure metric is walked in a depth-first fashion untilthe field
associated with the tag is found. The address is necessary todis-
tinguish different components of arrays, because values ofindex
expressions cannot generally be determined at compile-time. The
union-field information must be available during recovery as well.
Consequently, an encoding of the tags is stored in the checkpoint.
This encoding must be independent of the layout of the data struc-
ture to facilitate recovery on a binary incompatible machine.

In general, a nested data type may contain several unions re-
quiring several tags to describe the field selections. In theexam-
ple above, a maximum of two selections is required to distinguish
whether (1)union s or struct t is stored in the checkpoint
and (2), ifunion s is stored, which of its fields eitheri or d. To
handle any nested data structure containing unions, we use an array
of (union-)field identifiers. Each array component corresponds to
a particular selection of a union field. The array describes one or
several paths in the AST. The latter case occurs if more than one
field of a structure contains unions.

To supply the runtime system with the tag and address informa-
tion, a new compiler transformation is introduced.

Transformation 3 (Union-Assignment Transformation) All ex-
pressions with an assignment to lvalues that contain a unionare
transformed into a comma expression:

expr(lvalue)! (settag(& lvalue, tag), expr(lvalue))

wheresettag is a runtime function, and tag is the unique depth-
first numbering of the deepest union field in lvalue. An optimization
would use data-flow analysis to determine the last assignments to a
variable before potential checkpoint locations. These arethe only
assignments to be transformed.

For example, theif statement in the code fragment above is
transformed into the following code. According to the depth-first
numbering, fieldu.s.i is attributed tag 3, and fieldu.t.f is
attributed tag 6.

if ( boolexpression )
(settag(&u.s.i[2], 3), u.s.i[2] = 42);

else
(settag(&u.t.f, 6), u.t.f = 3.14);

The preceding presentation of the union-assignment transformation
omits various details for the sake of brevity. Our current implemen-
tation limits the use of unions: Assignments via pointers tounion
fields cannot be handled without pointer analysis or expensive run-
time checking. For example, if a pointerint *p were defined in
the code segment above, the assignmentp = &u.s.i[2] would
makep a pointer to a union field. Usingp in an lvalue expres-
sion such as in(*p)++ prevents the compiler from determining
the union field.

Checkpointing and recovery of unions, as well as the last as-
signments to unions before potential checkpoint locationsare rel-
atively expensive. Their runtime overhead comprises a depth-first
traversal of the structure metric. For data structures withn AST
nodes, the runtime cost is�(n). In addition, a space penalty af-
fects the size of the checkpoint, because every data structure com-
prising unions must be supplemented with the array encodingthe
union tags. The size of the array is the maximum number of nested
unions in the data structure.

5 Pointer Portability

This section describes how pointers become portable. Sincepoint-
ers are frequently used in C programs, we discuss optimizations to
reduce the space and time requirements during checkpointing and
recovery.

The key idea for providing a machine-independent representa-
tion of pointers is to transform pointers into machine-independent
offsets within the portable checkpoint. This transformation can
only be done at runtime, because pointer targets are in general un-
known at compile-time. Theporch compiler generates code to sup-
port the runtime system in handling pointers.

The complexity of transforming pointers arises from the fact
that the checkpoint is composed by saving objects2 in a particu-
lar order. In fact, the checkpoint can be viewed as a stack, called
shadow stack, onto which objects are pushed during checkpoint-
ing, and popped during recovery. To distinguish an object’sad-
dress in the active address space from that on the shadow stack,
the later is calledshadow address. When pushing a pointer onto
the shadow stack, the location of its target on the shadow stack,
its target shadow address, may not be known yet. Thus, tempo-
rary storage is needed to remember that the pointer needs to be

2We use the termobjectto denote a variable or allocation unit. A variable defines
an object through its type declaration, and a heap object is defined by the type and size
information provided by its allocation call.
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transformed into an offset, which can only be done when the target
shadow address is known. The data structure provided by the run-
time system to this end is thepointer stack. Furthermore, the target
shadow shadow address must be accessible. During checkpointing
this address is available only when the target object is pushed onto
the shadow stack. Rather than scrutinizing whether an object is a
pointer target upon pushing it onto the shadow stack (as donein
a previous implementation [10]), we save information abouteach
object, including its address range, in another runtime system sup-
plied data structure, theobject stack.

This setting suggests the following naive algorithm for check-
pointing pointers. (1) Whenever an object is pushed onto the
shadow stack, an entry containing its shadow address is pushed
onto the object stack. (2) Pointers are pushed onto the shadow
stack, and an additional entry containing the pointer’s shadow ad-
dress is pushed onto the pointer stack. (3) After all objectsare
pushed onto the shadow stack, all pointers on the pointer stack are
resolved by looking up the target shadow address, and updating its
displacement on the shadow stack in the pointer’s shadow address.

In this approach, the space requirements of the pointer stack
may be prohibitive. Fortunately, the number of pointer stack entries
can be reduced by means of the following observation. We classify
pointers based on the order in which the objects of a process are
pushed onto the shadow stack.

Definition 6 A backward pointeris pushed onto the shadow stack
after its target object.

Definition 7 A forward pointer is pushed onto the shadow stack
beforeits target object.

In the naive algorithm sketched above, all pointers are treated
like forward pointers. In general, the distinction betweenforward
and backward pointers is impossible at compile time, and is there-
fore made by the runtime system. In the following, we describe,
how this distinction can be utilized to improve the checkpointing
algorithm for pointers.

Backward Pointers

Given a pointerp pointing to objecttarget . Furthermore, as-
sume that our checkpointing transformations generate codewhich
savestarget beforep. This situation is illustrated in Figure 4.
The shadow stack is assumed to grow downwards.

target

p

∆p

∆p

Shadow Stack

Object Stack

Active Address Space

Figure 4: Checkpointing backward pointers.

Whenever an object is pushed onto the shadow stack, its ad-
dress range as well as its shadow address, which is the value of the
current shadow stack pointer, are also pushed onto the object stack.
Before saving objecttarget in Figure 4, its address range and

shadow address are pushed onto the object stack (solid pointers).
When visiting pointerp, the shadow address ofp’s target is already
saved in the target’s object stack entry, which allows pointer p to
be identified as a backward pointer: The compiler-generatedcode
for saving pointers invokes a runtime routine to search the object
stack for the target address. Since the address range occupied by
target is already stored on the object stack, this search will be
successful. Thus, the success of the search identifies pointer p as
backward pointer.

Next, since the target shadow address is available on the ob-
ject stack, pointerp can be transformed into the architecture inde-
pendent offset�p, which is the displacement between the target
shadow address and the bottom of the shadow stack. Subsequently,
the offset�p is computed, and pushed onto the shadow stack.

Forward Pointers

Figure 5 illustrates the opposite situation from Figure 4: pointerp
is pushed onto the shadow stackbeforeobjecttarget .

p

target
∆p

Shadow Stack

Pointer StackObject Stack

Active Address Space

Figure 5: Checkpointing forward pointers.

Since pointerp will be saved before itstarget , p is a for-
ward pointer. Whenever visiting a pointer, the compiler-generated
checkpointing code calls a runtime routine that searches the object
stack for the target object. In this case, the search will be unsuc-
cessful, becausetarget has not been pushed onto the object stack
yet, which implies that pointerp is a forward pointer. Since the tar-
get shadow address is not known at the current state of the check-
pointing procedure, the pointer needs to be saved temporarily to be
resolved at a later stage. This temporary storage is provided by the
pointer stack. Pointerp itself is pushed onto the shadow stack, and,
additionally, a pointer to its shadow address, the current top of the
shadow stack, is pushed onto the pointer stack.

As the checkpointing procedure proceeds,target is pushed
onto the shadow stack. No action is taken to resolve the pointer
on the pointer stack upon visitingtarget . This postponement
is sensible, as it would be expensive to search the pointer stack
for each object to inquire whether it is a pointer target. After all
objects have been visited, a sweep through the pointer stackis nec-
essary in order to complete the checkpoint. The informationsaved
on the pointer stack and the object stack is sufficient to compute the
offsets of all forward pointers on the pointer stack: A copy of the
forward pointer itself, the target address, is stored on theshadow
stack. The object stack is searched to retrieve the corresponding
target shadow address. The displacement of the target shadow ad-
dress with respect to the bottom of the shadow stack is computed,
and stored in the pointer shadow address, still accessible from the
pointer stack. This process is shown in Figure 5. A pointer tothe
shadow address of pointerp is saved on the pointer stack, which
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in turn holds a copy ofp. This copy is used to search the object
stack for the shadow address of the pointer target. The offset �p
replaces the copy ofp on the shadow stack.

As demonstrated by the illustrations above, the object stack
facilitates an efficient and simple way to transform pointers into
machine-independent offsets at runtime. The object stack can only
be employed effectively when the information provided by the
structure metrics introduced in Section 4 is available. Dueto the
structure metrics the shadow address of a pointer target canbe com-
puted in two steps. First, the shadow base address of the target ob-
ject is searched on the object stack. Second, the offset withrespect
to the base of the target object is converted into the shadow offset
with respect to the shadow base address. It is the latter stepwhich
is based on the structure metrics. Analogously, when recovering
a pointer, the structure metrics are instrumental for converting the
shadow offset with respect to the shadow base address of the target
object into the offset in the active address space.

Checkpointing Pointers

Algorithm 1 below describes the process of checkpointing pointers
during runtime. Note, that this algorithm is integrated with Algo-
rithm 2, which saves checkpoints and is described in Section7, and
cannot be implemented as an independent algorithm to checkpoint
pointers. For the sake of clarity, however, we separate the presen-
tation of Algorithm 1 from the remaining details.

Algorithm 1 ( Checkpointing Pointers) The first three steps of this
algorithm are based on compiler support to identify pointers and
generate calls to the runtime system.

1. Push an entry for the pointer or the complex data type con-
taining the pointer(s) onto the object stack.

2. Before pushing the pointer onto the shadow stack, update its
object stack entry with its shadow address.

3. Call runtime functionsave ptr passing the pointer’s ad-
dress as argument. In case of complex data structures with
one or more pointer fields,save ptr is called for each
pointer. The next two steps are executed withinsave ptr.

4. Search the object stack for the target object, and retrieve its
shadow address.

5. If the target shadow address exists, the pointer is a back-
ward pointer, and the offset is computed and pushed onto the
shadow stack. Otherwise, the pointer is a forward pointer,
and its shadow address is pushed onto the pointer stack.

6. After all objects have been pushed onto the shadow stack,
all forward pointers on the pointer stack are resolved as fol-
lows. Pop a pointer from the pointer stack, search the object
stack for the target object, compute the offset by means of the
target’s shadow address, and store the offset in the address
popped from the pointer stack.

Algorithm 1 is slightly simplified as no distinction is made be-
tween pointer target segments, and the special handling required
for function pointers and constant string pointers is omitted. Fur-
thermore, if the target is a structure field, a lookup in the target’s
structure metric is required to compute the offset of the pointer tar-
get with respect to the object’s shadow base address.

A special case for data representation conversion occurs for
backward pointers on the stack. During the save phase, the native
machine representation of the pointer according toMi is pushed
onto the shadow stack. It is popped back onto the runtime stack
during the restore phase, before it can be converted into an off-
set. If theUCF-size of a pointer (offset) is smaller than the native

Mi-size of a pointer, the shadow stack does not provide sufficient
space to store the pointer inMi format. In this case pointers need to
be saved temporarily in another table between the save and restore
phases.

Analysis and Discussion

To facilitate fast pointer resolution,porch’s runtime system imple-
ments the object stack by means of three data structures, a stack, a
dynamic table, and a red-black tree [2]. The stack holds entries for
data/bss and runtime stack objects, the dynamic table holdsentries
for heap objects, and both stack and dynamic table are augmented
with a red-black tree to effect fast searching. Rather than using
a hash table we chose the more complex red-black tree, because
it supports the search operation in a straightforward manner. The
search key is anaddressthat must be matched with theaddress
rangeof an object.

Given the data structures above, the asymptotic performance of
checkpointing and recovery can be derived. For a total ofNobj ob-
jects, pushing or popping each object onto or from the shadowstack
during checkpointing and recovery respectively, requiresroughly�(Nobj ) time (bluntly assuming that the size of an object is only
a secondary contributor). Furthermore, each object is pushed onto
the object stack. The dominating cost here is the insertion into the
red-black tree, which requires�(log Nobj ) steps. The time for
pointer resolution during checkpointing, as well as for recovery is�(Nptr log Nobj ), because for each of theNptr pointers a target
search is required over the red-black tree. Consequently, the total
time for both checkpointing as well as recovery is��(Nobj +Nptr) log Nobj �:
Hence, for programs with few pointers, pushing objects ontothe
shadow stack dominates the checkpointing overhead, whereas for
programs with large numbers of pointers, the pointer resolution
time dominates.

Forward pointers and backward pointers are distinguished pri-
marily in order to minimize the size of the pointer stack, andsec-
ondarily because of time efficiency. Theporch compiler sorts the
shadow stack push operations for checkpointing so as to minimize
the number of forward pointers. Given a lexical scope (global or
local), pointerless objects are pushed onto the shadow stack first,
followed by those objects containing pointers.

The lexical scope of variables can be exploited even further
to reduce the bookkeeping overhead of the object stack.Global
variablescan be pushed onto the object stack right after program
startup or recovery. The number of object stack insertions of a
global object is therefore reduced to once per program run orre-
covery. Local variablescan be pushed as soon as the frame is
entered during checkpointing or recovery. Since the sequence of
stack frames is in general different from checkpoint to checkpoint,
a stack data structure is well suited for pushing and poppingentries
for runtime stack objects. Entries for local variables can be pushed
and popped during checkpointing and recovery without touching
the global variable entries at the bottom of the object stack. Dynam-
ically allocated variablesare treated slightly differently, and are ac-
cessible for checkpointing via a used-list, as explained inSection 6
below. The disadvantage of early pushing of object stack entries
is that an additional red-black tree search is required to update the
object stack entry with the shadow address upon pushing the object
onto the shadow stack. This search does not affect the asymptotic
performance of checkpointing or recovery, however.

Other practical contraints influenced the design of the pointer
resolution algorithm. For example, different operating systems pro-
vide different address space layouts. Most systems place the stack
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segment above the data/bss segment, but some do not, such as Dig-
ital’s OSF Unix, which allocates the stack beneath the data/bss
segment. We are aware of at least three different orders in which
data/bss, heap and stack are located in the address space. Thus, the
management of the object stack must be independent of this order.

The portable offset representing a pointer within the checkpoint
is the offset of the target shadow address with respect to thebottom
of the target shadow segment of the pointer. This design decision
allows for relocation of the shadow segments. Alternatively, we
could have chosen the offset to be the displacement between the
pointer shadow address and the target shadow address. This alter-
native has two disadvantages: (1) the shadow segments wouldhave
to be allocated at the same relative distance to each other. (2) Dur-
ing the restore phase, it would require an additional searchof the
object stack for the pointer shadow addresses.

6 Dynamic Memory Allocation

This section explains the specialized memory management re-
quired to support checkpointing and recovery.

In order to access all dynamically allocated objects when
checkpointing or recovering, a customized memory allocator is
provided inporch’s runtime system. It provides functions included
in most C libraries, currentlymalloc , calloc , realloc , and
free . The memory allocator maintains a dynamic table ofmem-
ory block headers, which are linked into afree-listor aused-listre-
spectively. The used-list is implemented as red-black tree, already
mentioned in the previous section. Also, the used-list is slightly
modified to provide the object stack functionality for heap objects.

During allocation, a memory block header is inserted into the
used-list, and possibly removed from the free-list. Freeing memory
involves removing a header from the used-list, and inserting it into
the free-list. Compared to most memory management algorithms,
allocation and freeing involve the additional cost of inserting and
deleting heap objects from the red-black tree. Nevertheless, search-
ing a pointer target is fast when done on the red-black tree requiring
only�(logNobj ) steps.

Checkpointing the heap involves scanning the used-list, and
pushing all heap objects on this list onto the shadow stack. Point-
ers into the heap are resolved by searching the red-black tree for
the target address. Maintaining a used-list allows furthermore for
integrating garbage collection of the heap with the checkpointing
process.

Dynamic memory management imposes two limitations on C
programs: (1) The memory management provided byporch’s run-
time library must be used, if checkpointing of the heap is desired.
(2) Type discipline is demanded for dynamically allocated mem-
ory objects. The structure metric for a heap object is derived from
the type cast operator preceding its allocation call (malloc or
calloc ). A pointer to the structure metric is stored in the used-
list to facilitate conversion of the heap object as well as pointer
resolution. Consequently, the program must not violate thetype
information supplied by the type cast across potential checkpoint
locations. This limitation is relevant for C, but would not affect
strongly typed languages.

7 Checkpointing and Recovery

Given the pieces ofporch’s checkpoint transformations — release-
and-resume instrumentation, structure metric generation, and
pointer handling — this section gives the high-level algorithms for
portable checkpointing and recovery.

Algorithm 2 ( Checkpointing) The checkpointing operationcheckpointki saves the state of a computation on a machine
architecture Mi into a portable checkpoint, according to the
following algorithm:

1. Stop computation upon visiting an activated potential check-
point locationk 2 L.

2. PushMi ! CUCF converted global variables on the shadow
stack, and push corresponding entries onto the object stack.

3. PushMi ! CUCF converted heap objects onto the shadow
stack.

4. Save and restore the runtime stack, including conversionMi ! CUCF after restoring an object.

5. Resolve forward pointers on pointer stack.

6. Store checkpoint.

7. Resume computation.

Different scenarios are possible for storing the checkpoint in
nonvolatile memory. For example,porch’s runtime system saves
the entire checkpoint to disk before resuming the computation.
More clever would be to hide the communication latency by trans-
ferring the checkpoint to stable storage while continuing with use-
ful computation [4].

Algorithm 3 ( Recovery) The recovery operationrecoverkj re-
stores the state of a computation on a machine architectureMj
from a portable checkpoint according to the following algorithm:

1. Load checkpoint into shadow stack.

2. PopCUCF ! Mj converted global variables from shadow
stack into the data/bss segment, and push corresponding en-
tries onto the object stack.

3. PopCUCF !Mj converted heap objects from shadow stack
into the heap.

4. Restore runtime stack, including conversionCUCF !Mj .
5. Resolve (recovery-) forward pointers3 on pointer stack.

6. Resume computation.

8 Experimental Results

This section presents an empirical evaluation of the performance of
checkpointing and recovery. It is not attempted to present athor-
ough analysis or to verify the generality of the source-to-source
compilation approach. Previously published results on theper-
formance of checkpointing and recovery have already shown that
the overhead of portable checkpointing is negligible for reasonable
checkpointing frequencies [10, 15]. Here, we present evidence that
the performance of our new pointer resolution algorithm is accept-
able as well.

Linked List

The checkpointing and recovery overhead is different for forward
and backward pointers. A simple program serves as microbench-
mark to study asymptotic performance. A singly-linked listof N
elements with two fields, along value and anext pointer, is allo-
cated elementwise. In one experiment, list elements are appended
to the list, which results in all pointers being forward pointers, and

3The definitions of backward pointers (Definition 6) and forward pointers (Defini-
tion 7) are slightly different for recovery: Substituteactive address spacefor shadow
stack.
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Figure 6: Checkpointing overhead for forward and backward pointers on a Digital AlphaServer 4100 for numbers of list elements between
8K and 1M. NFS-write and Local-write are overlapped, i.e. the top of both hatched area and black area give the total time for either writing
the checkpoint to remote disk or to local disk. Checkpoint sizes are given in bytes on top of each bar. The pair of machine formats should be
interpreted as<target architecture>/<UCF>.

in another experiment, the list elements are prepended to the list,
resulting in all pointers being backward pointers.

This property is guaranteed by our dynamic memory manage-
ment, which ensures that newly allocated list elements areap-
pendedto a dynamic table of memory block headers. During
checkpointing this table is traversed such that thenth memory
block allocated is also thenth to be checkpointed. No memory
free ’s are executed in the linked-list program, which could mod-
ify this order. Thus, if elements are appended, list elementn is
checkpointed before list elementn + 1. Consequently, sincen’s
next pointer target is elementn + 1, n’s next pointer is a for-
ward pointer. If elements are prepended, elementn + 1 of the list
is allocated before elementn, is checkpointed prior to elementn,
and itsnext pointer is therefore a backward pointer.

A single bar in Figure 6 contains the break-down of the over-
head for a single checkpoint into assembly on the memory-mapped
shadow stack (white portion), and the write time to either local disk
(black portion) or to remote disk via NFS (hatched portion).Recov-
ery performance is not given here, because it is almost the same as
checkpointing performance.

A set of bars corresponds to a particular choice of target archi-
tecture and UCF specification, and consists of measurementsfor
different numbers of list elements, ranging from 8,192 (8K)ele-
ments to 1,048,576 (1M).Volker’s Checkpoint Format VCFdefines
64-bit pointers and big endian byte order.

The results of this experiment can be summarized as follows.
(1) The checkpoint size is of order�(N). (2) Checkpointing time
is of order�(N logN). The constants of the time bounds for
checkpoint assembly across all measurements are0:39 �s for the
lower bound and0:86 �s for the upper bound. (3) Checkpointing
of forward pointers is 30% to 50% more expensive than backward
pointers. (4) Data representation conversion overhead is smaller
than 50%; conversion between Alpha and Sparc involves swap-
ping the byte order, and converting 32-bit pointers on the Sparc
into 64-bit pointers on the Alpha and vice versa. Checkpointas-
sembly of the linked list is approximately as expensive as transfer-
ring the checkpoint via NFS to a remote file server. Flushing the
checkpoint to local disk (not even a memory based file system)is
comparatively cheap.

The space requirements of the pointer stack are as follows. In

the case of forward pointers, it must holdN � 1 entries. Since a
pointer stack entry consists of two pointer fields, this amounts to
a pointer stack size as big as the linked list itself. No entries are
necessary in case of backward pointers.

Molecular Dynamics Code

We measured the checkpointing and recovery overhead for a 2D
short-range molecular dynamics code, written by Greg Johnson,
Rich Brower, and the author. The data structures involved consist
of linked lists of particles, neighbors, and cells.

A popular performance measure of molecular dynamics codes
is the time per iteration [1]. We measured the overhead of check-
pointing and recovery in number of iterations of the original code.
Figure 7 presents the overhead of checkpointing and recovery. Fig-
ure 8 shows the asymptotic performance of the original code for
different numbers of particles on four different machines.

Figure 7 confirms the expectation that both checkpointing and
recovery overhead are roughly proportional to the number ofpar-
ticles. Each bar combines checkpointing and recovery overhead.
The read and write times correspond to checkpoints stored onlocal
disk. To determine the migration time of a process, the checkpoint
transfer time had to be added. Figure 7 shows two sets of bars
for each of the target architectures reported in Figure 8. One set
corresponds to checkpoints being stored in native machine format,
and for the other set, checkpoints had to be converted to and from
theVCF format. Only the AlphaServer exhibits nonnegligible data
representation conversion overhead.

No special attention has been payed to code optimization. We
usedgcc -O for native compilation on all machines. Thegcc in-
stallation on the SGI Origin operated the machine in 32-bit mode.
Furthermore, we did not gather checkpointing data on the Origin
for more than 100,000 particles due to disk quota restrictions. On
all other machines, checkpoint data have been collected up to the
number of particles that allowed for assembling the checkpoint in
memory without causing excessive swapping. The only execption
is the missing data point for 500,000 particles on the Sun Enter-
prise Sparc-architecture with the Sparc format as UCF specifica-
tion. Here, the checkpoint would be too big for 32-bit portable
pointers, 3 bits of which encode the pointer target segment.The
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VCF format uses 64 bits for the portable pointer representation.
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Figure 8: Performance of original 2D molecular dynamics code.

Two minor anomalies can be observed. Both the AlphaServer
and the Sun Enterprise exhibit relatively low checkpointing per-
formance for few particles as well as for high numbers of parti-
cles when memory utilization approaches the size of the available
RAM. Since even in the latter case no swapping is involved, we
assume the virtual memory system to be responsible.

Concluding this experiment, “reasonable” checkpointing fre-
quencies can be chosen based on the data provided in Figure 7.For
example, checkpointing every 1,000 iterations restricts the over-
head to about 1%. We regard this frequency as reasonable since
the system MBTF is usually much larger, even for the largest num-
bers of particles that can be simulated in core memory.

It should be emphasized that the number of forward pointers
depends on the order in which the linked lists are allocated.The

results presented here are those for the least number of forward
pointers,N for N particles. In the worst-case allocation order,
more than 10 times as many forward pointers are generated. Asa
consequence, checkpointing performance degrades by about40%,
and the pointer stack grows by a factor of 10. Thus, it may pay off
to tune programs accordingly, in particular if space is an issue.

9 Related Work

The work presented in this article extends the ideas presented in
[10, 15]. The structure metrics and pointer resolution algorithms
are new and are a product of the constraints that arose duringthe
design and implementation ofporch.

Checkpointing as well as process migration are well established
related areas. Good surveys on checkpointing can be found in[3,
4], and on process migration in [12]. Only little work has been done
for heterogeneous environments, however. Integrating provision
for portablility and fault-tolerance in a compiler tool appears to be
a new approach.

The Tui system [13] is conceptually the closest work. It pro-
vides compiler support for process migration in heterogeneous sys-
tems. Tui modifies a compiler (ACK) to provide runtime infor-
mation via debugging code. This approach allows Tui to handle
multiple source languages easily. Tui is tied to a particular native
compiler, however.

Seligman and Beguelin [11] have considered portable check-
pointing and restart algorithms in the context of the Dome C++ en-
vironment. To avoid checkpointing the stack, they restrictprograms
to be written in form of a main loop that computes and checkpoints
alternately. Furthermore, the problem of handling data structure
conversion in the presence of pointers is not addressed.

Hofmeister [6] developed techniques for “dynamic reconfigu-
ration” of software in heterogeneous distributed systems,includ-
ing the transfer of software modules to another machine while an
application is executing. This work implements source-to-source
transformations by means of UNIX tools, such ascxref andawk
rather than using compiler technology. It is not clear, how serious
the limitations of this approach are. It would be straightforward,
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however, to implement dynamic reconfiguration withporch.
Steensgaard and Jul [14] implemented object migration within

the framework of the Emerald system. They introducebus stops,
similar to potential checkpoint locations. For each bus stop code
is generated to translate the stack environment into a machine-
independent stack frame format and back. This method requires
low level knowledge of the stack environment.

Theimer and Hayes [16] have presented a recompilation-based
approach to heterogeneous process migration. In their scheme, a
portable migration program is generated each time that a check-
point is to be taken. This migration program is recompiled onthe
migration target machine and used to rebuild the process state. Our
approach is conceptually simpler as we instrument the original pro-
gram with code that barely affects the runtime during normalexe-
cution, and avoids the overhead of generating and recompiling a
migration program.

Zhou et al. [17] describe the Mermaid system for distributed
shared memory on heterogeneous systems. Mermaid uses “util-
ity software” to generate conversion code, rather than utilizing the
information provided by the abstract syntax tree to this end. Fur-
thermore, Mermaid dedicates entire virtual memory pages for allo-
cation of data of a particular type, which sacrifices transparency of
memory allocation and is impractical for the stack.

Other applications of compiler technology for supporting
checkpointing include identification of potential checkpoint loca-
tions in programs [7], and providing fault-tolerance for real-time
systems [5].

10 Conclusions

This article introduces source-to-source transformations and algo-
rithms to translate C programs into C programs capable of sav-
ing and recovering from portable checkpoints. We implemented
the prototype compilerporch demonstrating the feasibility of the
approach. Source-to-source compilation is the key to integrating
portability and fault-tolerance, which is hard — if not impossible
— to achieve with purely system-based techniques.

Usingporch releaves the programmer from coping with a large
number of hazards presented by heterogeneous distributed systems
without compromising the low-level control offered by imperative
languages like C. It is required, however, that a program compiles
and runs on all target systems without modifications to the source
code. Furthermore, a clean C programming style is expected,since
porch computes checkpointing and recovery code based on type
information.
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